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The purpose of this research is to help the owner of Maharani Wedding Organizer for making decision of financial reporting using a system. Maharani Wedding Organizer still records its financial statements using manually and cash basis. This research activities are starting from Oct 01st, 2018 to March 30th, 2019. The methods used in implementing research are observation, interview, design, and simulation.

The accounting system in this research was designed using Microsoft Office Access 2007. Outputs generated from the system are designed in the form of a system that contains a chart of accounts, chart of assets, chart of package, chart of job, income, general journal, and financial statement.

The system designed has been implemented by the owner of the Maharani Wedding Organizer accordingly. Information needed by the owner such as details of cash receipts, cash disbursements, etc. can be recorded automatically and ease user’s performance. The resulting income statement can help business owners in the decision making process more precisely and easily.
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